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Beyond digital immigrants? Rethinking the role of parents in a digital
age
Do  parents  find  the  new  digital  age  a  frightening  place  to  be?  Sonia
Livingstone  considers  recent  media  stories  and  what  might  really  be
going on in family’s homes. Sonia  is Professor of Social Psychology at
LSE’s Department of Media and Communications and has more than 25
years  of  experience  in  media  research  with  a  particular  focus  on
children and young people. She directs the EU Kids Online project and






78% thought a child’s technology use has a positive impact on his/her future
64% thought it benefits their child’s creativity
55% said they often use technology with their children.






understand and keep up. Some who critique this  idea point  to  the  lack of evidence that children
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wary,  to  be  vigilant)  along  with  a  host  of  safety  apps  targeted  at  them,  and  their  own  digital









Jobs  for  life  is  long  gone,  to  be  honest…  I  think what  gets  you on  [is]  if  you’re
flexible, and you will  try your hand at different stuff, and you’re not, oh I can’t do
that, I can’t do that.
In  other  words,  facing  a  precarious  future,  digital  skills  increase  adaptability  to  whatever  may
come, maximising children’s chances of getting on. Dani sees things similarly, although she’s even
more excited:
I’m  excited  about  the  digital  future…  Yes,  I’m  really  excited.  You’ve  got  the
Microsoft  HoloLens  stuff  that’s  coming  out  with  Windows  10;  that  looks
awesome… Work’s probably going to become a lot more fluid… And the kids have
to do it for themselves, they, and you’ve got to be responsible for your own career.




little  fun  in  digital  technologies.  But  she,  too,  has  reinvented  herself  in  support  of  her  children,
extending  traditional  school­based  learning  into  the  home  in  a  thoroughgoing  and  steadfast
manner:
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I have a whiteboard and … you know, the entry to secondary school when they do
the  non­verbal  and  verbal  reasoning?  So  I  photocopy  this…  These  are  the
questions …  they’ll work  it out and  they’ll mark  their answers and  then  I’ll mark
them after so I’m like a teacher.
These  parents  have  adopted  rather  different  everyday  theories  of  learning  in  the  digital  age,
perhaps  influenced  by  the  diverse  pedagogies  adopted  by  educators.  Other  parents  –  even
though  highly  skilled  themselves  –  don’t  understand  or  know  how  to  support  their  children’s
learning.
Natasha  is a digitally­competent professional, and yet she  is bemused by her geeky son Jasper









So  far we have only  interviewed 65  families – and  there are many more stories  to be  told. But
even from these few instances, it seems clear to us that:
Parents are bringing up their children in diverse ways in the digital age, and their own digital media
practices and expertise influence how they support children’s digital media uses in the home.
Digital media somehow intensify parental hopes, fears and ambivalences about risks and opportunities,
now and for the future, so parents are developing their own theories and making their own cost/benefit
calculations about the role of technology for their children’s learning and pathways to the future.
For parents to be effectively engaged in their children’s digital media activities demands not only time
and money, but also expertise – which they are gaining – and the willingness to make an identity
commitment regarding who they are as a person, and who their child is and could or should be. This
goes far beyond questions of skill, as it must if children are to embrace and gain the benefits of the
digital age.
But parents lack collective solidarity or mutual support, are often competitive with each other, and
worry  about  the  critical  judgements  of  others.  And  even  though  they  are  increasingly  digitally
skilled,  they  find  it  hard  to engage with  their  children’s educators, and often do not  seek online
support,  leading  us  to wonder whether  it’s  possible  to  ‘design  in’  better  connections  to  and  for
parents.
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